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CS-2511TES C
Top Handle Chainsaw*
Featuring a 0.043 gauge bar and chain for a faster and cleaner cut,
the CS-2511TES C top handle chainsaw* is ECHO's lightest and most
compact saw to date. Weighing just 2.3kg (dry weight w/o bar and
chain) and with an ergonomic compact design, the saw is both highly
manoeuvrable and can be used for long periods with little fatigue.

* For trained tree surgeons only

 TARGET CUSTOMER

 CATEGORY
Top Handle Chainsaw

 Homeowner

 APPLICATION
Pruning and arboriculture

FEATURES

 Prosumer

 Commercial operator  Local authority

CS-2511TES C
PROFILE

BENEFITS

0.043 gauge carving bar & chain
Premium grade ECHO engine
Ultra lightweight
Compact design
Oiler adjustment on top
Swing-out lanyard ring
Wider tank openings
Meshed louvers in body
Starter grip assist cap opener
Dropout prevention nut held
on with wire spring
Ergonomic top handle
Stage 2 low emissions compliant
G-Force engine air pre-cleaner
Wraparound support handle

 Lighter than 0.050 gauge / For a cleaner cut
 Increased performance / Extended product life / Less downtime
 Reduced operator fatigue
 Enables the user to manoeuvre the saw in tight spaces
 Enables easier operator access
 Frees up operator's hands for easier and safer climbing
 For easy oil/fuel refilling
pine needle and debris penetration into the
 Prevent
engine compartment
 Helps the user to open the oil/fuel caps, even when wearing gloves
 The nut can't be lost during maintenance
 Comfortably fits the operator’s hand
 Reduced exhaust emissions
engine exposure to dirt and debris for less maintenance
 Reduces
and longer life
best practice 2-handed operation / Gives improved
 Encourages
visibility during use

Displacement

Dry weight**

Output

Fuel Tank
Capacity

Oil Tank
Capacity

Guide Bar
Length

Saw Chain
Pitch

Gauge

25.0cc

2.3kg

1.10kW

0.19 litres

0.14 litres

25cm (10")

1/4"

0.043"

** without guide bar and chain

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a two year warranty in professional use
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)
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